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WHY WE EXIST

« Our mission is to make the world more positive - economically, socially, environmentally and politically.

To do this, every productive entity, company or community, must work to be more sustainable, in themselves and in their impact on the world, in 4 dimensions: Economic, Social,
Environmental and Democracy. An entity is therefore positive if it is fourfold sustainable.

Being economically sustainable means being financially profitable.

Being socially sustainable means being useful to poverty reduction.

Being ecologically sustainable means having the least possible impact, through production, distribution and consumption, on the climate, on waste, and on the management of
scarce resources.

And being sustainable democratically means advancing, in and through business, the cause of women, child protection, citizenship, diversity, equal opportunity, the fight against
all forms of discrimination, public and private freedoms, and education.

Therefore, we help through our NGOs, to create positive enterprises, i.e. enterprises that are economically sustainable, socially and ecologically useful, and that promote the
various dimensions of democracy. These enterprises must be positive within themselves, and also by their production and by their impact on all that surrounds them.

We also help, through the Institute, existing companies, local authorities and other entities to become more positive, that is to say, fourfold sustainable.

By doing this, we are helping to make the world a more positive place.»

Jacques Attali
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Who are we? 



WHAT WE STAND FOR

Positive Planet promotes positive economy by fighting against poverty and all forms of exclusion through an
innovative solution for the most vulnerable populations: positive entrepreneurship.

Indeed, we are convinced that positive entrepreneurship and the transferable skills that result from it, allow the most
vulnerable populations to integrate professionally, economically and socially in a sustainable way, while limiting their
environmental impact and by widely disseminating democratic principles within their company. This is why, in Africa,
the Middle East and France, we use entrepreneurship as a means of emancipation and self-realization by supporting
and developing programs that make it possible to create and support entrepreneurs and businesses. positive.

This is our mission, our duty and our responsibility.
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In Africa, Middle East and Europe we support the creation of positive businesses and help
those that are not and that we already support to become so.

Our linchpins for helping people emerging from poverty are:

- Proximity: reaching out to the most precarious populations and making them aware of
entrepreneurship as a tool for acquiring skills and sustainable professional and social
integration;

- Support and training of entrepreneurs both on their professional project as well as on how
to behave as an entrepreneur. From personal services to high-impact start-ups and business
activities, our teams support people at all stages of creation and development;

- Development: development of businesses created through a community of entrepreneurs,
mentoring, workshops and networking events;

- Inclusive finance and social protection of entrepreneurs through the development of
inclusive financial services and income protection mechanisms, including health coverage ;

- Strengthening value chains, i.e. acting alongside large international buyers to support small
producers in structuring inclusive value chains and creating a positive chain at all stages of
the production.

OUR ACTIONS
FOR ENTREPRENEURS
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OUR IMPACT

• We have supported about 2 million beneficiaries

• We have, today, 45 ongoing positive entrepreneurship projects around the 
world:

• 28 coaching, training and development projects in entrepreneurship

• 8,000 businesses launched

• 20,000 entrepreneurs coached

• 9,500 jobs created

• 11 financial inclusion projects

• 92 financial institutions supported

• 112,427 people trained in financial education

• 6 value chain improvement projects

• 21,497 farmers trained

• 11 cooperatives strengthened

All those projects are doable thanks to our 150 employees
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WHERE WE ARE

Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Comores, EAU, Egypt, France, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Japan, Lebanon, Lesotho, Madagascar, Mali, Morroco, Namibia, Senegal, South Africa, UK, USA
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TESTIMONIALS

HALT is first and foremost a social 
business. It specializes in 
transporting and accompanying 
people for all occasions.

Nuvoscale production is an audiovisual 
production company and a platform for 
creative artistic exchanges between local artists 
in France and refugees.

#POSITIVEURS

YASMINA JAAFAR
LA RUCHE MEDIA
Yasmina launched Le Club de La Ruche Média, an 
independent media born with the need to explain 
the world in a different way other medias do. 
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POSITIVEURS
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OUR GUIDELINES TO 
ACHIEVE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS



Use of logos
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Original logo
to be used on a light background

Logo 
to be used on a dark
background

Logo
to be used on colored
backgrounds 
but clear

Logo
Square format
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EXAMPLES NOT TO FOLLOW
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In addition, Positive Planet
must be used as such in its entirety, without caesura and bold.

In addition, Positive
Planet must be used as such in its entirety, 

without caesura and bold.

In addition, Positive Plan-
et must be used as such in its entirety, without

caesura and bold.

GOOD PRACTICES



Use of colors
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RVB : R = 30 ; V = 52 ; B = 75

CMJN : C = 96 ; M = 77 ; J = 48 ; N = 39

# : 1E344B

MAIN COLORS

RVB : R = 250 ; V = 183 ; B = 10

CMJN : C = 0 ; M = 32 ; J = 94 ; N = 0

# : FAB70A

RVB : R = 58 ; V = 178 ; B = 208

CMJN : C = 69 ; M = 7 ; J = 16 ; N = 0

# : 3AB2D0

ADDITIONAL COLORS

RVB : R = 35 ; V = 83 ; B = 105

# : 235369



Use of fonts and
typography
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Calibri (Corps) sur for supports made on 
Microsoft Office

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
123456789

Gotham Black and Gotham Book are the fonts 
used for the logo. 

Line spacing : 1,25
Font size: 16
Minimum size: 14
Maximum size : 54

Franklin Gothic Heavy for supports made on 
Microsoft Office

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
123456789

TITLES TEXT BODY

The frame behind each title must be adapted to 
the size of the text and in capital letters as below

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

Example



Content slides
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TITLE

• Text
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TITLE

• Text
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TITLE

• Text • Text • Text

TITLE TITLE TITLE
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Contact : mail


